SPECIALTY PARTS

SPECIALTY PARTS / TRUCK STAXX

DUMPS
Manufactured using type 409 stainless steel. The DynoMax® Dumps feature ID sized inlets and outlets allowing for easy slip-fit installation with no welding required. They are perfect for the DIY'er! The outlet block-off plate is a loose flange for improved clearance and fit. High quality extended length bolts are combined with hex nuts or wing nuts for ease of use.

- Fully welded
- Type 409 Stainless steel
- Aggressive tone
- All hardware and gaskets included

DynoMax® Truck Staxx kit enables light-truck and diesel owners to convert their existing exhaust outlet using two upright stacks located behind the passenger compartment. Available in a 4-in. angled outlet.

The DynoMax® Truck Staxx kit includes stacks reducers, elbows and hardware for a complete installation.

KIT No. 89303

PART NO. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
29408 2 4-in. ID x 48-in. Angle-cut Stack
41620 2 4-in. ID / OD 90° Elbow
41988 2 4-in. OD x 2-in. ID x 6-in. Adapter
35387 2 Bracket, Frame Mount
35530 2 Bracket, Stack Mount
35776 2 4-in. U-Bolt Clamp, Chrome
35752 2 4-in. U-Bolt Clamp, Plain

All measurements are in inches.

DYNOMAX® HAS TAKEN THE GUESSWORK OUT OF FABRICATING AND CONVERTING A HEAVY-DUTY TRUCK EXHAUST SYSTEM.

The DynoMax® O2 Fitting & Plug

PART NO. DESCRIPTION
88103 18mm x 1.5-in. O2 Fitting (Fitting only)
35299 18mm x 1.5 O2 Fitting Plug

88103
Used in fitting when oxygen sensor is not required